PowerPoint Series

Thank you to the staff who have taken part in the first three sessions in our PowerPoint Series. These sessions are designed to go deeper into this tool to help you unlock its full potential. Creating presentations is just the beginning. You can also create and edit videos from start to finish, make amazing animations, create screen recordings, present online and package content like never before. If you were unable to make a session, don't worry. We are more than happy to run catch ups, visit classrooms or tailor a session to your specific needs. Just ask!
Upcoming workshops include

- Infographics
- Creating Instructional Videos
- Advanced Animation
- Microsoft Office Tools

Grunge Graphics

Also in the eXchange was the first in a series of lunchtime workshop for students. As they watched how to create Grunge Graphics they were very attentive, had lots of questions and the feedback was encouraging. Watch this space for more!
Frankentoys

The hottest things right now in animation are Frankentoys. Imagine mashing together a doll and a dinosaur to create Barbiesaurus Rex or gluing your favourite action hero's head to a troll to make Spidertroll. The fun (or chaos) doesn’t need to end there. After they are created we will be using them in stop motion productions. This simply cannot be boring!! Keep an eye out for this in Term 3 for your students.

Did you know?

The University of Queensland Library makes available a number of resources for secondary schools for both teachers and students.

Check out this link: https://web.library.uq.edu.au/library-services/services-for-secondary-schools
Don’t forget, past copies of all our Ad-Lib Library Newsletters can be found here.
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